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Executive Summary
Recent innovations in the field of areaimaging technology have led to the
development of 2D scanners that are
capable of capturing color images. This
new functionality will allow hospitals
that deploy color imaging scanners to
experience significant benefits, including
improved caregiver productivity, reduced
device acquisition costs, streamlined
workflow, minimized occurrence of
identity theft/fraud, increased protection
against patient privacy violations,
reduced instances of Medicare NonPayment for Performance, and a higher
level of protection for bar code scanning
investments.
Applications for color imaging within
healthcare include:
• Patient Identification
A visual identifier will help healthcare
providers to administer care and
hospital administrators to track and
detect instances of identity theft

Hospitals all over the world are using 2D scanners to read patient
wristbands, medications and materials in the supply chain. With
bar code scanners that are capable of color imaging, not only will
hospitals be able to read virtually all bar codes, but now, with just one
device, they will be able to capture color images as well.

Improve Caregiver Productivity
Color imaging provides an advantage for hospitals in that it
enhances existing workflow, or, even more importantly, enables
workflow that was not possible in the past. For example, many
hospitals do not visually document the progression of wounds. With
color-capable scanners, caregivers will be able to take a picture of
the wound and automatically link it to a patient record, eliminating
the ambiguity and time associated with hand-written descriptions.
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• Wound Management
One device that scans bar codes and
captures color images streamlines
workflow and allows images to be
placed directly into a patient’s chart,
enabling caregivers to track the
progression of wounds over time

1. Written archive of wound
2. Visual archive of wound (taken with competitor’s area-imaging scanner)
3. Visual archive of wound (taken with Honeywell Xenon Color area-imaging scanner).
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• Prescription Archival
Electronic storage of medical
documentation enables fast retrieval
and ensures compliance with
legislation

Which area-imaging solution provides the full picture and eliminates the need for
guesswork surrounding wound management?

• Test-tube Cap Color Validation
Automatic handling and pre-sorting of
test tubes minimizes error

Nearly all hospitals that are doing things like taking pictures of
prescriptions, patients, or wounds over time are using digital
cameras to capture those images. Because the acquisition and

Minimize Expense and Eliminate the “Tool Belt
Affect”
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maintenance of multiple devices throughout the hospital
would be costly, one camera is typically stored at the
central workstation on each floor. When a caregiver
needs to capture an image, they must leave the patient’s
bedside, walk to the workstation, walk back to the
patient’s bedside, take the picture, download the picture,
save the picture to the medical record, delete the picture
from the camera’s memory stick and then walk back to the
workstation to return the camera. Converging bar code
scanning and image capture into a single tool can reduce
a hospital’s capital expenditures and positively impact
caregiver workflow and productivity.

revenue and employee time required to clean up medical
records after each incident.1
Healthcare providers can minimize this costly problem by
taking steps to validate the identity of the patients that are in
need of health services. By incorporating patient verification
into standard operating procedures, hospitals can increase
protection. For example, storing color images of insurance
cards, as well as photo IDs will help to ensure positive
patient identification, enable healthcare providers to detect
suspicious activity, and ultimately cut down on the number
of costly occurrences of medical identity theft.
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4. Patient photo (taken with Honeywell Xenon Color area-imaging scanner) 5.
Patient photo (taken with competitor’s area-imaging scanner) 6. Prescription (taken
with Honeywell Xenon Color area-imaging scanner) 7. Prescription (taken with competitor’s area-imaging scanner

8. Patient insurance card (taken with Honeywell Xenon Color area-imaging scanner) 9. Patient insurance card (taken with competitor’s area-imaging scanner) 10.
Patient drivers license (taken with Honeywell Xenon Color area-imaging scanner)
11. Patient drivers license (taken with competitor’s area-imaging scanner)

Cut Down on Identity Theft/Fraud

Prevent Violations of Patient Privacy

Due to a number of factors, including the economic
downturn, the rising cost of health care, cutbacks to
public programs, and decreases in employer-based
healthcare funding, many people in the United States are
finding themselves without health insurance. As a result,
people impersonate others in order to get costly medical
care they could not otherwise afford. For example,
because insurance cards do not typically contain much
more information than the patient’s name, they can be
easily stolen and used to submit false insurance claims.
And, when a patient fails to pay their bills, the charges
are sent to a collection agency and action is then taken
against the innocent owner of the social security number.
Subsequently, the healthcare industry is being forced to
deal with this increase in identity theft/fraud which not
only hurts customer relations, but is estimated to cost
healthcare organizations roughly $182 per incident,
causing between $70 and $255 billion per year in lost

Because many people believe that medical information
is private and should be protected, legislation referred to
as the “Privacy Rule,” was enacted in the United States
which sets rules and limits on who can view and receive
healthcare information whether electronic, written or
oral. The “Security Rule” requires entities covered by
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA) to ensure that electronic health information is
protected. This includes all individually identifiable health
information a covered entity creates, receives, maintains
or transmits in electronic form.2
Many hospitals have incorporated digital cameras
into their workflow to do things like capture photos of
specimens, identify patients, and track the progression of
wounds over time to ensure positive trending. While this
technology has the potential to greatly improve the level
of care provided, it also introduces a risk for hospitals
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in terms of accidental violations to patient privacy if the
image is not treated as if it is an image of the patient
himself. For example, if a caregiver forgets to erase a
photo taken from a digital camera’s memory stick that
contains enough detail to make it possible to visually
identify a patient, what happens if the camera is stolen?

code scanner, hospitals can provide evidence that the
condition was not acquired during the patient’s stay at
the hospital and receive payment for services rendered to
treat the ailment.

Unlike a digital camera, Honeywell’s scanners do not save
images directly onto the scanner. As soon as the trigger
is pulled or when the scanner is unplugged the last image
captured is gone and there is no way for it to be retrieved.
Replacing digital cameras with bar code scanners
that are capable of capturing color images will enable
hospitals to provide exceptional levels of care while at the
same time minimizing the risk of incurring costly penalties
due to violations of patient privacy.

The emergence and adoption of bar code scanners
that are capable of color imaging will change the way
hospitals interact with patients. Some hospitals are
beginning to capture a color picture of the patient, as
well as their driver’s license and insurance card during
the admissions process, and adding them to the patient’s
permanent record. Not only does this provide caregivers
with an additional visual identifier of the patient, it helps
hospitals to increase their protection against fraud. And,
other hospitals are taking additional steps to ensure
patient safety by requiring photos to be taken during
pharmaceutical drug compounding.

Investment Protection

Even if a hospital’s workflow is not yet ready for color
image capture, selecting bar code scanning technology
now that is capable of color imaging will eliminate the
need to purchase additional hardware in the future.

Technology Investment
Xenon Color
Area-Imaging Scanner

Reduce Instances of Medicare Non Payment
for Performance
Many times, patients, especially those coming from
nursing homes, arrive at the hospital with physically
obvious, pre-existing ailments such as pressure ulcers.
Treating these conditions can be costly for healthcare
providers. However, without documented proof that
these conditions were pre-existing and present upon the
patient’s arrival at the facility, Medicare may not reimburse
hospitals for any care provided to treat the condition
because they deem them to be “preventable, hospitalacquired complications” that are the result of medical
errors or improper care.

Xenon Black & White
Area-Imaging Scanner and
Digital Camera

Savings with Xenon Color area-imaging scanner purchase: $77.00

Summary
Color area-imaging scanners are another innovation
from a leader in area-imaging technology. They will
undoubtedly set a new standard for data capture within
healthcare. Whether an end user needs to scan linear
and 2D bar codes, or capture crisp, clear color images,
Honeywell’s Xenon Color area-imaging scanners provide
a truly future-proofed solution.

By incorporating a procedure that requires caregivers to
visually document any instances of pre-existing physical
conditions when patients enter the hospital, questions
about whether the patient acquired the condition during
their stay in the hospital will be minimized. With a
visual archive, such as a color picture taken with a bar
3

Consider the possibilities!
Color area-imaging scanners will arm caregivers with the
technology necessary for future success. Find out about
what Xenon Color area-imaging scanners can do for you:
http://www.honeywellaidc.com/Site.aspx/na/en/product_
center/hardware/?product=307

About Honeywell
Honeywell Scanning & Mobility, a leading manufacturer of
high-performance image- and laser-based data collection
hardware, delivers the latest functionality to meet
customer demands. For more information, please visit
www.honeywellaidc.com.
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